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through a revolutionary experience and that for a time,
at all events, constitution tinkering had better be avoided.
For this, together with other reasonas, I would suggest that
it is not advisable at the present moment to seek to define
a new arrangement of the respective functions of the
Branches and Divisions. If, however, an attempt is to be
made to do this to .the prejudice of the Branches, it is
satisfactory to find so stalwart a champion as Dr. Smith
prepared to do battle on their behalf.-I am, etc.,
Londou, W., Oct 21st. 0. 0. HAWTHORNE.

THE TAXATION OF MOTOR CARS.
SIR,-Will you allow us, on behalf of the Committee

of medical men who are users of motor cars, to call atten-
tion to a matter of importance. Under the existing
'Motor Car Act, which has been temporarily prolonged,
the owners of motor cars are called upon to pay (1) for a
licence to drive; (2) a registration fee; (3) a carriage tax
*of £2 2s. for cars under l ton weight, and of £14 4s. for cars
-over a ton weight.
Now there are good reasons for anticipating that in the

Act which is being drafted the last of these three will be
materially increased, and that cars will be taxed
according to either their weight or horse-power. In
-either case, the new taxation will fall heavily upon
medical men, who, owing to the exacting nature of their
work, the requirements of reliability, the rough roads and
-steep hills they have to traverse, must use substantially-
built cars with adequate horse-power.

It is not right that motors used by medical men in
their daily work should be taxed as though they were
the pleasure vehicles of the rich. The medical man has
mneither time nor money to allow of such luxuries; his
motor car has to be used strictly for professional purposes,
sand, in consideration of the enormous amount of gratuitous
work that he does, ought to be exempt. Surely it is to
the advantage of the public to encourage the use by
medical men of a means of progression which enables
-them to render such speedy help in moments of emer-
gency. It is, however, likely that heavy taxes will be
thrown upon medical men unless they bestir themselves,
and try to defend their own interests.
We would, therefore, suggest that each medical man

should forthwith write to his own member of Parliament
or to any others he may know, for protection and support.
Those members of the public who are favourably disposed
are asked to write to members of Parliament, and express
their sympathy with this movement.-We are, etc.,

C. B. LOCKWOOD,
Clhairman of Committee of Medical Men whlo are Users of

Motor Cars.
H. E. BRUCE-PORTER,

Honorary Secretary,
6. Grosvenor Street. London, W.. Oct. 19tl.

THE RUBBER TEAT AND DEFORMITIES OF THE
JAWS.

SIR,-The valuable paper by Dr. Pedley of Rangoon on
the above in the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL of October
20th, p. 989, also your leaderette, ought to be of special
interest to medical men practising in the manufacturing
towns of Lancashire. For some years I have been waging
;a crusade against these evils. In my annual report on the
health of the borough of Bacup for 1905 the following
paragraphs occur
The crusade against "bottle-fed" infants must be pushed

forward. Mothers must be encouraged to perform their
maternal duties. The "comforter" was a fraud on the
iunhappy child; it led to waste of its digestive secretions, and
it picked up every kind of filth when it fell on the floor. In
myopinion, the sucking of air through empty tubes and the
use of the teat or comforter seriously interferes with the
natural development of the mouth and nasal air passages, and
is probably one of the chief factors in the production of
adenoids, which are so common ; thirty years ago it was rare.
This abnormal growth in the nasal air passages seriously
interferes with free respiration and speech.

I am, etc.,
Bacup, Oct. 22nd. JOHN BROWN, M.D., D.P.H.

THE TEACHING OF PaYSIOLOGY.
SIR,-Under the heading, "The Teaching of Physiology,"

your issue of Oct. 6th contains some sentences which
I consider are calculated to produce a false impression of
theimanner in which this subject is taught in England at
the&present time.

Speaking of Dr. Fuchs's Manual of Practical Physiology,
your reviewer says:
"The writer asks, most pertinently as we think, why

the use of the ophthalmoscope and the laryngoscope and
the auscultation of the normal heart and breath sounds
should not be taught until the student is commencing
clinical work."
He further states:
"Each department of practical physiology should

receive equal attention. This is by no means the case
in English works on the subject, which devote an in-
ordinate amount of space to the experiments on muscle
and nerve, and in particular to electrical demonstrations,
which usually fail-being of great technical difficulty-
and are, medically speaking, quite purposeless."
That the subjects mentioned are ordinarily taught as a

part of the course of physiology in important schools is a
fact familiar to many, whilst the experience of any one
who finds that electrical demonstrations-even when of
great technical difficulty-" usually fail " may certainly be
characterized as singularly unfortunate.-I am, etc.,
Bristol, Oct. 9th. A. F. STANLEY KENT.
* W*We have referred this letter to the reviewer, who

writes: Your reviewer begs to call Mr. A. F. Stanley
Kent's attention to the correct title of the work referred
to, which is Practical Physiologyfor Medical Students. The
statements made in the review are literally true as regards
London; the defects of the present system are generally
admitted.

THE GENER&L MEDICAL COUNCIL AND ITS
PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

SIR,-The " graceful, rippling prose " of the President's
address on the functions of the General Medical Council
will have missed its mark if it induces many members of
the profession to hope, like your correspondent, Dr.
Herbert Sieveking, that it is possible to reform the Council
into a body capable of promoting the unity of the medical
profession and of securing the many advantages thereby
connoted.
The Council needs reform without doubt, but it can

never obtain from the State, whether in its reformed or
unreformed condition, the necessary powers to secure the
unity of the profession. Unity proceeds from within and
cannot be forced upon us from without. When we wish for
it we can have it. The reconstituted British Medical
Association provides for us, if we would use it, ample
means for uniting the profession; and with modifications
which would meet with no parliamentary opposition it
could, without doubt, make effective every reasonable wish
of a united profession.

It is earnestly to be lhoped that Dr. Donald MacAlister's
instructive address will turn aside reformers from running
their heads against the brick wall of a State institution for
securing unity and will direct their attention to the adjust-
able mechanism ready to their hands.-I am, etc.,
October 23rd. PROFESSIONAL UNION.

THE APPROACHING MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS.
SIR,_-The triennial election of the Municipal Councils

takes place about November 1st, 1906; it is highly
important that members of the medical profession should
have adequate representation on these public bodies, so
intimately concerned with matters -of Eanitation, mid-
wives, vaccination, and many other medical interests.
I write in the hope that they will awake to their sense of
duty to record their votes in favour of medical candidates,
irrespective of their politics.-I am, etc.,

HENRY DUTCH, M.D.,
London, W., Oct. 21st. Councillor, City of Westminster.

AN International Exhibition, which is expected to prove
one of the largest and most successful ever held in a
British Colony, will be opened at Christchurch, Canter-
bury, New Zealand, on November 1st, and will last six
months. During this period special facilities, it is under-
stood, will be offered for reaching New Zealand and
exploring it thoroughly, so the occasion seems to offer
a good opportunity to those who desire to spend some
months in a genial climate. Applications for information
will be answered by the High Commissioner for New
Zealand, 13, Victoria Street, S.W..
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